Cross-linguistic constraints and lineage-specific developments in the semantics of cutting and breaking in Japonic and Germanic

Abstract: Semantic variation in the cutting and breaking domain has been shown to be constrained across languages in a previous typological study, but it was unclear whether Japanese was an outlier in this domain. Here we revisit cutting and breaking in the Japonic language area by collecting new naming data for 40 videoclips depicting cutting and breaking events in Standard Japanese, the highly divergent Tohoku dialects, as well as four related Ryukyuan languages (Amami, Okinawa, Miyako and Yaeyama). We find that the Japonic languages recapitulate the same semantic dimensions attested in the previous typological study, confirming that semantic variation in the domain of cutting and breaking is indeed cross-linguistically constrained. We then compare our new Japonic data to previously collected Germanic data and find that, in general, related languages resemble each other more than unrelated languages, and that the Japonic languages resemble each other more than the Germanic languages do. Nevertheless, English resembles all of the Japonic languages more than it resembles Swedish. Together, these findings show that the rate and extent of semantic change can differ between language families, indicating the existence of lineage-specific developments on top of universal cross-linguistic constraints.
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1 Introduction

Every part of language is subject to variation and change, and meaning is no exception. There are numerous cross-linguistic studies exploring various semantic domains that demonstrate languages differ substantially in the number, boundaries, and foci of meaning categories they distinguish. While the domain of colour (Berlin and Kay 1969; Kay et al. 2009) is perhaps the most well-studied, there are many other examples, such as spatial relations (Levinson and Wilkins 2006), body parts (van Staden and Majid 2006), temperature (Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2015), and cutting and breaking events (Majid et al. 2008)—for reviews see Evans (2010) and Koptjevskaja-Tamm et al. (2016).

The studies referred to above have been successful at elucidating the structure of various semantic domains, but one issue that plagues all such studies is how to understand cases that appear to form an exception to broader cross-linguistic patterns. In a comparative study of separation events, speakers of 28 typologically different languages were shown a set of videoclips depicting various cutting, breaking and tearing actions, and were asked to freely describe them in their native language (Majid et al. 2008). The overall categorisation of separation events was found to be largely constrained cross-linguistically,1 with a small number of semantic dimensions capturing the structure of the domain: one dimension that represents high versus low predictability of the point of separation, a second dimension distinguishing ‘tearing’ events, and another dimension that distinguishes ‘snapping’ from ‘smashing’ events2 (Majid et al. 2008). However, Japanese did not fit well within this common cross-linguistic semantic structure: while the overall mean correlation between languages was \( r = 0.53 \), Japanese showed the lowest correlation at \( r = 0.04 \). This seemed to be the case because many verbs were unique to a single event in the cutting and breaking stimulus set (Majid et al. 2008: 245).

However, the data in the original Majid et al. (2008) cross-linguistic study was sparse—i.e., only one speaker contributed data for Japanese—and the authors suggested further work was required to determine whether Japanese does indeed “categorise strikingly differently from the other languages” or whether this was a sample artefact (Majid et al. 2008: 245). Therefore, the first aim of the current study is to re-examine the semantic structure of the cutting and breaking domain in Japanese with more data. Since the original study, Fujii et al. (2013) proposed several additional distinctions that Japanese makes within the cutting and breaking domain, such as ‘loss of functionality’, but it is unclear how these distinctions interact with

---

1 We use the term cross-linguistically constrained to mean “constrained across languages”.
2 Majid et al. (2008: 242) describe ‘snapping’ as the breaking of one-dimensional rigid objects into two pieces by application of pressure to both ends, and ‘smashing’ as the breaking of rigid objects into many pieces by a blow.
the three main dimensions identified by Majid et al. (2008). We ask whether Japanese is truly unique in its semantic organisation of separation events or whether it respects the dimensional structure found in other languages.

Another question that remains open in cross-linguistic studies of semantic categories is how to sample languages adequately to make generalisations. Many studies take a sample that is as diverse as possible, arguing that lineage-specific similarities can lead to biases in estimating cross-linguistic patterns (Dryer 1989; Perkins 1989; Rijkhoff and Bakker 1998). However, comparison of the cutting and breaking vocabulary in four Germanic languages shows that even closely related languages can differ substantially in how they categorise these events (Majid et al. 2007). Similar differences between related languages have also been demonstrated for other domains, including locomotion (Malt et al. 2014; Slobin et al. 2014), containers (Majid et al. 2015; Malt et al. 1999) and spatial relations (Gentner and Bowerman 2009; Majid et al. 2015). Since typological studies tend to favour diverse language samples, the scope of semantic variation across related languages is not well understood.

Therefore, the second aim of the current study is to establish the amount of semantic variation across the Japonic language family by comparing newly collected Standard Japanese3 data with data from the highly divergent Tohoku dialects, and four related Ryukyuan languages—the Methods section (Section 2) introduces these languages in more detail. We ask whether all languages within the Japonic language family categorise separation events in a similar way. This is a particularly interesting question given the previously reported uniqueness of Japanese. If there are more languages that do not fit the common cross-linguistic structure, a good place to start would be relatives of Japanese. We therefore examine the semantic similarity of cutting and breaking events in varieties of the Japonic language family. We ask whether the potential Japanese uniqueness in this domain is a feature of the entire language family.

Since comparative studies rarely examine languages from the same family, it is unclear how the semantic variation in, for example, the Germanic languages (Majid et al. 2007) fits within the broader cross-linguistic context. Therefore, the third aim of the current study is to compare the amount of semantic variation across the two language families by making a direct comparison between the newly collected Japonic data and the previously reported Germanic data (Majid et al. 2007). Given that the two language families are approximately of the same age (see below), we ask whether the amount of variation within the two language families is comparable.

---

3 The contemporary de facto standard (標準語 hyōjungo ‘standard language’) is predominantly based on the Tokyo variety, and it is this variety that has been included in the cross-linguistic comparison of cutting and breaking events (Majid et al. 2008), as well as several other semantic domains (Kita 2006; Malt et al. 2014; Shindo 2015).
In the next section we discuss the methodology for collecting the data, starting with an introduction of the Japonic languages, followed by descriptions of the speakers, materials and procedure used in the study. The results are then presented in three parts, first focusing on the Japonic data to answer (1) whether Japanese is unique in its semantic organisation of the cutting and breaking domain, and (2) whether languages or language varieties related to Japanese organise this domain in the same way. The third part of the results section compares the variability in the Japonic and Germanic data to answer (3) how semantically similar the languages within Japonic and Germanic are in the cutting and breaking domain.

2 Methods

2.1 Languages

The Japonic language family is spoken across the Japanese archipelago and consists of two main branches: Japanese spoken across the main islands, and Ryukyuan spoken across the smaller islands in the south (see Figure 1). While the exact number of “languages” is under debate—UNESCO lists seven (Moseley 2010), whereas Ethnologue mentions eleven (Eberhard et al. 2015)—there is more consensus about which dialect areas are considered to be unintelligible for Standard Japanese speakers. Within the Japanese branch, the Hachijo dialects are considered the most divergent (Hattori 1976; Pellard 2011). In addition, the varieties in the northern periphery (Tohoku) and the southern periphery (Kyushu) are highly divergent subgroups (Shibatani 1990; see also Huisman et al. 2019). For example, the Tsugaru dialect from the Tohoku region is unintelligible for speakers of Standard Japanese (Takubo 2018).

For the Ryukyuan branch, there is a general division into at least five “languages” that roughly correspond to the geographical island clusters: Amami and Okinawa in the north, and Miyako, Yaeyama and Yonaguni in the south (Pellard 2015; Shibatani 1990). Mutual intelligibility is generally considered impossible between these five subgroups (Pellard 2011), although intelligibility between varieties within a subgroup can also be limited—e.g., within Yaeyama (Aso 2015). All Ryukuan languages are listed as either definitely or severely endangered (Moseley 2010). Fluent speakers are generally in their 60s or 70s at least, depending on the specific variety, and intergenerational transmission of the languages has been disrupted (Anderson 2015; Heinrich 2009). The Japanese and Ryukyuan branches are estimated to have diverged from each other over 2000 years ago (Lee and Hasegawa 2011), which is comparable to—in fact, slightly further back than—what is generally
Figure 1: Map of Japonic language areas included in this study (left pane, Japanese; right pane, Ryukyuan) with fieldwork locations marked.
accepted for the Germanic languages (e.g., König and van der Auwera 1994: 2), providing ample time for linguistic change to occur.

2.2 Speakers

Data was collected from 64 speakers in six areas (two Japanese and four Ryukyuan, see Table 1) during four fieldtrips conducted between 2017 and 2019. For all areas, data was collected from multiple localities, i.e. in multiple dialects—see also Figure 1. With the exception of Tokyo Japanese—which serves as the de facto national standard—there is no standardised variety of Tohoku Japanese or any of the Ryukyuan languages (Heinrich et al. 2015). As such, we will refer to Tokyo Japanese as “Standard Japanese”, and use the term “language area” for the other five for the remainder of this paper, e.g., the Amami language area. Given the endangered status of Ryukyuan, the data was collected from elderly native speakers, some of whom had little experience in performing abstract, reflective language tasks. As a result, some interview sessions were conducted with multiple speakers simultaneously. However, to minimise any effects arising from this, all analyses were conducted on sessions rather than speakers—see also the paragraph on Coding (Section 2.4).

Table 1: Speaker and session information per Japonic language area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language Area</th>
<th>Speakers</th>
<th>Sessions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tokyo [jpn]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tohoku [jpn]</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amami [ryn, ams, yox]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okinawa [ryu]</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miyako [mvi]</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaeyama [rys]</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ISO-639-3 codes in square brackets; for complete information per session see the data repository (Section 2.5).

2.3 Materials and procedure

The Japanese and Ryukyuan data were collected using a set of 40 videoclips depicting different cutting, breaking and tearing events. A standardised set of non-linguistic stimuli provides a frame of reference against which similarities and differences across languages and their varieties can be compared (Majid 2011). The set of videoclips consisted of the 28 test items from the Kids’ Cut and Break set (Bowerman and Majid 2003), supplemented with four videoclips from the original
Cut and Break Clips (Bohnemeyer et al. 2001), four re-recorded videoclips based on this original set, as well as four new videoclips. The set was designed to better represent the distinctions made in Japanese, based on the findings presented in Majid et al. (2008), Fujii et al. (2013), and several Japanese descriptive studies (e.g., Kaetsu 1979; Kunihiro 1970). Spontaneous events were excluded due to naming difficulties in both the Majid et al. (2008) study and in a pilot test of the current stimulus set.

The Kids’ Cut and Break stimulus set captures the main distinctions in the original Cut and Break stimulus set, but the clips are recorded to be clearer and more engaging for viewers. In addition, the original Cut and Break stimuli only included two videoclips depicting tearing actions. Given that ‘tearing’ was found to be a main dimension in the cross-linguistic study (Majid et al. 2008), and that Japanese has more than two commonly used verbs to describe tearing events (e.g., saku, yabuku, chigiru), the Kids’ Cut and Break stimuli were considered more appropriate for this study. Another advantage is that the Kids’ Cut and Break stimulus set includes a wider range of instruments, which make it possible to further investigate the existence and semantic range of instrument-specific verbs (e.g., ffasi ‘cut with scissors’ in Nishihara and Miyako; Nakama 2000).

Additional videos were included to tap specific contrasts deemed to be of relevance. To provide a contrast to the accidental breaking of a glass by bumping it off a table (videoclip 35), we recorded a new videoclip in which the glass was deliberately thrown (videoclip 7). Next, videoclip 16 shows the cutting of grass that, together with videoclip 22 in which a person’s hair is cut, may elicit the more specific verb karu, which involves objects that can grow back. Third, videoclip 21, cutting into a tree trunk, was added to provide a similar event to videoclip 26, cutting into a watermelon, which in the cross-linguistic study elicited the unique response kireme=о ireru [incision=ACC insert] (Majid et al. 2008). Finally, we recorded a new tearing event (videoclip 36) in which the result was a large number of fragments (cf. Hojo 1993), and where the resulting objects lose their functionality (cf. Fujii et al. 2013).

Table 2 provides a description of the 40 videoclips, as well as their sources. The stimuli from the original Cut and Break Clips and the Kids’ Cut and Break are available on the L&C Field Manuals and Stimulus Materials website.4

The videoclips were presented in two pseudo-random orders (A and B), one being the reverse of the other. Data collection was conducted in the speakers’ native languages. Speakers saw the videoclips one by one on a tablet or laptop and were asked to describe the event depicted in the videoclip in their own language variety by responding to the query “What happened in the video?”.

---

4 http://fieldmanuals.mpi.nl/
Table 2: Descriptions and sources of the videoclips used in the naming task, as well as the two orders in which they were presented. Asterisks indicate scenes that were included in the Germanic data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>40 Cut paper with scissors</td>
<td>Kids’ C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>39 Break a twig with hands*</td>
<td>Kids’ C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>38 Break a mirror with a hammer*</td>
<td>New, rerecord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>37 Cut bread with a knife</td>
<td>Kids’ C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>36 Tear paper using a knife</td>
<td>Kids’ C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>35 Tear cloth with hands*</td>
<td>Kids’ C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>34 Break a glass by throwing it</td>
<td>New</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>33 Cut a watermelon with a machete*</td>
<td>Original C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>32 Cut fingernails with a clipper</td>
<td>Kids’ C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>31 Break a chocolate bar with hands</td>
<td>Kids’ C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>30 Cut a piece of pie with a shard</td>
<td>Kids’ C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>29 Hack off branch with an axe*</td>
<td>New, rerecord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>28 Cut an egg with a slicer</td>
<td>Kids’ C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>27 Break a pot with a hammer*</td>
<td>Kids’ C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>26 Cut off a branch with a knife*</td>
<td>Kids’ C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>25 Cut grass with a sickle</td>
<td>New</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>24 Cut a branch with a saw*</td>
<td>Original C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>23 Cut a nail with pliers</td>
<td>Kids’ C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>22 Cut cardboard with a knife</td>
<td>Kids’ C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>21 Tear bread with hands</td>
<td>Kids’ C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>20 Cut into a tree with a knife</td>
<td>New</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>19 Cut hair with scissors*</td>
<td>Kids’ C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>18 Tear a bag with hands*</td>
<td>Kids’ C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>17 Cut a banana with a knife*</td>
<td>Kids’ C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>16 Break off a branch with hands</td>
<td>New, rerecord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>15 Cut into a watermelon with a knife*</td>
<td>Original C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>14 Tear a bread roll with hands</td>
<td>Kids’ C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>13 Tear a banana peel with pliers</td>
<td>Kids’ C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>12 Tear out a page with hands</td>
<td>Kids’ C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>11 Cut cloth with scissors*</td>
<td>Kids’ C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>10 Cut wood with an axe*</td>
<td>New, rerecord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>9 Cut breads using scissors</td>
<td>Kids’ C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>8 Cut scallops with a knife</td>
<td>Kids’ C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>7 Cut off a branch with an axe</td>
<td>Kids’ C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>6 Break a glass by accident</td>
<td>Kids’ C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>5 Tear up paper using hands</td>
<td>New</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>4 Break a twig partially*</td>
<td>Original C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>3 Cut a rope with a chisel*</td>
<td>Kids’ C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>2 Cut a banana with scissors</td>
<td>Kids’ C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>1 Cut a rope with a knife*</td>
<td>Kids’ C&amp;B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When participants did not directly address the target event, the follow-up question “What did the person in the video do?” was asked to try and elicit a response related to the target event. Responses of any length were accepted, and speakers were free to give multiple descriptions of each event. All sessions were audio (and sometimes video) recorded for transcription at a later stage. The data was collected under the Ethics Assessment Committee of the Centre for Language Studies at Radboud University.

2.4 Coding

For each videoclip, we extracted the main descriptor(s) that encoded the target event depicted. Across the Japonic language family, this is typically done through a verbal construction (Example 1a). We coded verbs in their citation form (non-negative non-past; Example 1b). For V-V compound verbs, we coded the first and the second verb individually (Example 1c). For light verb constructions with the verb suru ‘to do’, we coded the element combining with suru, as that part of the expression carries the semantic content. Verbal nouns were coded as such (Example 1d), adverbial nouns were coded without their particle (Example 1e), and adverbialised adjectives were coded in their citation form (non-negative non past; Example 1f). For syntagms, we coded all elements without any particles (Example 1g).

Standard Japanese

(1)  
\begin{enumerate}
  \item \textit{kagami=to} \textit{waru}.  
  \hspace{1cm} \rightarrow \textit{waru}  
  \hspace{1cm} \text{mirror=ACC break:NPST.}  
  \hspace{1cm} \text{‘(They) break the mirror.’}  
  \item \textit{kagami=to} \textit{watta}.  
  \hspace{1cm} \rightarrow \textit{waru}  
  \hspace{1cm} \text{mirror=ACC break:PST.}  
  \hspace{1cm} \text{‘(They) broke the mirror.’}  
  \item \textit{kagami=to} \textit{tataki-waru}.  
  \hspace{1cm} \rightarrow \textit{tataku, waru}  
  \hspace{1cm} \text{mirror=ACC strike:INF-break:NPST.}  
  \hspace{1cm} \text{‘(They) break the mirror (by hitting it).’}  
\end{enumerate}

5 Kageyama (2016) divides compound verbs into two classes: lexical and syntactic compound verbs. In syntactic compound verbs, the second verb takes on a purely aspectual meaning through semantic bleaching or metaphorical extension. The verb kiru (lit. ‘to cut’) is one of the few verbs that are used in the V2 position of such constructions: V-kiru ‘to V completely’—see Kageyama (2016: 283). There was only one such response in the data of the current study: ori-kire-nakatta \textit{[break-cut:POT-NEG:PST]} ‘could not break completely’, which was used for the videoclip a twig was broken without separation. In this case, we only coded the first verb as a main response, because that was the verb encoding the target event.
As speakers were allowed to produce multiple responses, we coded all responses. In sessions where multiple speakers were present, we coded all unique responses produced for a videoclip—so, if two speakers produced different responses, we coded both.

Finally, we coded all responses for cognacy. For example, waru (Standard Japanese), warū (Tohoku; Hachinohe variety), warjun (Amami, Naze variety), wain (Okinawa, Motobu variety), bal (Miyako, Tarama variety), and bari (Yaeyama, Shiraho variety) all share a common etymological origin.

2.5 Data availability

The coded data as described above is available through an OSF repository.6 In addition, the repository contains the R syntax used for the analyses described in the sections below, as well as further information about the languages, speakers and materials described in this study.

3 Results

3.1 Overview of the naming data

First, to get a general overview of the variation in the verbs used to describe cutting and breaking events across the Japonic language family, we created frequency
Table 3: List of responses for linguistic area produced more than once in the naming task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Japanese</th>
<th>Tohoku</th>
<th>Amami</th>
<th>Okinawa</th>
<th>Miyako</th>
<th>Yaeyama</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kiru</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>kirū</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>kirjun</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waru</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>warū</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>warjun</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oru</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>orū</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>wurjun</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tfiğiru</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>sagū</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>jaburjun</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sakw</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>tsɨŋrũ</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>wahrjun</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otosw</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>karũ</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>sakjun</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wakeru</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>kasũ</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>utusun</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jaburwu</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>jabũgũ</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>mฐ́rjun</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>karu</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>kagũ</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>[hadʒa]</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kirikomi-ireru</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>kowasũ</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>[mụtu]\u201d</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kizu-tsukeru</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>sasũ</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>[ssudʒa]</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hikkakw</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>kidzũ-dũgũrũ</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>hagusun</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hagasw</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>kezũrũ</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>magurjun</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suraisu-surwu</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>kitagũrũ</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>toru</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>odosũ</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hanbun-surwu</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>haŋasũ</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kizamu</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>haraũ</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsukeru</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>kĩŋagũrũ</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cutting and breaking semantics in Japonic and Germanic
tables of unique responses for each language area—see Table 3. These frequencies were calculated at the cognate level. As Table 3 makes clear, the Japonic languages share many cognates in this domain—in fact, the three most frequent cognates were the same across languages. Next, we briefly describe the main types of responses, namely single verb responses and multiple verb responses.

### 3.1.1 Single verb responses

The most common type of response was the use of a single content verb to describe the cutting and breaking event. Examples (2) through (7) illustrate cases from each language area.

(2) **Standard Japanese**

\[\text{pan}=o \text{ kita} \]

bread=ACC cut:PST

‘(They) cut the bread.’

(3) **Aomori variety, Tohoku**

\[\text{kanami}=ba \text{ kanadżdi}=de \text{ watta} \]

mirror=ACC hammer=INST break:PST

‘(They) broke the mirror with a hammer.’

(4) **Akaogi variety, Amami**

\[\text{fukuro}=ba \text{ ti}=cci \text{ sacc}a \]

bag=ACC hand=INST tear:PST

‘(They) tore the bag with their hands.’

(5) **Nanjo variety, Okinawa**

\[\text{ki}=nu \text{ jura}=∅ \text{ ti}=sa:ni \text{ wu}:tan \]

tree=GEN branch=ACC hands=INST break:PST

‘(They) broke the branch with their hands.’

(6) **Nagahama variety, Miyako**

\[\text{ka}b\text{a}=zu=du \text{ pasan}=ci \text{ ffc}=u \text{ l} \]

paper=ACC=FOC scissors=INST snip-PROG

‘(They) are cutting the paper with scissors.’

(7) **Taketomi variety, Yaeyama**

\[\text{bu}nu=sa:ni \text{ tamunu}=du \text{ bari} \]

axe=INST firewood=FOC break:NPST

‘(They) chop firewood with an axe.’
In addition to single content verbs, speakers produced two other types of single-verb responses: (a) the light verb *suru* ‘to do’ in combination with adverbs (including mimetics) or nouns (generally Sino-Japanese or borrowings), and (b) idiomatic expressions. This latter group was generally only produced by speakers of mainland varieties, although several Amami speakers also did so. Examples (8) through (11) illustrate light verb constructions. As described in Section 2.4, we coded the element combining with *suru*. Finally, Examples (12) through (14) illustrate idiomatic expressions, for which we coded all content elements (see again Section 2.4).

(8) Standard Japanese
a. *mijika-ku suru*
   short-ADV do:NPST
   ‘(They) cut shorter.’

b. *tamago-o suraisu suru*
   egg=ACC slice do:NPST
   ‘(They) slice an egg.’

(9) Hachinohe variety, Tohoku
*tamaŋo=o barabarani ciita*
egg=ACC MIM=ADV do:PST
‘(They) finely cut the egg.’

(10) Koniya variety, Amami
*wagiri=ni ci:
   slice=NI do:NSPT
   ‘(They) slice.’

(11) Bora variety, Miyako
*gumam daɾi*
fine:ADV do:NPST
‘(They) mince.’

(12) Standard Japanese
*suika=ni kirikomi=0 ireru*
watermelon=DAT cut=ACC insert
‘(They) cut into the watermelon.’

(13) Hachinohe variety, Tohoku
*ki’dzũ=∅ tsũgeda*
wound=ACC apply:PST
‘(They) scratched.’
3.1.2 Responses with multiple verbs

For the six language areas combined, 8.9% of the 2,141 collected responses contained multiple verbs. The highest percentage was found in Amami (23.4%), but closer inspection revealed that almost 90% of responses with multiple verbs came from two sessions with speakers on Yoron Island. For the remaining eight Amami sessions, multiple verbs accounted for only 6.4% of 326 responses, comparable to the other areas (see Table 4).

Table 4: Number of responses that contained multiple verbs across six Japonic linguistic areas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>% of responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All areas combined</td>
<td>8.8% of 2093 responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Japanese</td>
<td>8.4% of 419 responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tohoku</td>
<td>1.2% of 346 responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amami</td>
<td>22.9% of 411 responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okinawa</td>
<td>8.0% of 174 responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miyako</td>
<td>5.3% of 488 responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaeyama</td>
<td>4.3% of 255 responses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most common type of response with multiple verbs was the verb-verb (V-V) compound. The first verb in such compounds semantically modifies the second, often specifying a means of action or manner of motion/change (Kageyama 2016)—see examples (15) through (20). As described in Section 2.4, the two verbs in V-V compounds were coded individually.

(15) Standard Japanese
    \[ eda=ō \quad kiri-otooci-ta \]
    branch=ACC cut-remove-PST
    ‘(They) cut off the branch.’

(16) Hachinohe variety, Tohoku
    \[ pan=ba \quad kiri-wage-da \]
    bread=ACC cut-divide-PST
    ‘(They) cut the bread into pieces.’
(17) Sani variety, Amami
\[\text{pan} = \emptyset \quad \text{muci-kiri}\]
\[\text{bread} = \text{ACC} \quad \text{pluck-cut:NPST}\]
‘(They) tear off a piece of the bread.’

(18) Shuri variety, Okinawa
\[\text{tsinu} = \emptyset \quad \text{hitci-jai-\text{tan}}\]
\[\text{cloth} = \text{ACC} \quad \text{pull-tear-PST}\]
‘(They) pulled the cloth apart’

(19) Shimoji variety, Miyako
\[\text{si:ka} = \text{du} \quad \text{tataki-\text{ki\text{cu}}}\]
\[\text{watermelon} = \text{FOC} \quad \text{strike-cut:NPST}\]
‘(They) hacked the watermelon.’

(20) Shiraho variety, Yaeyama
\[\text{banana} = \emptyset \quad \text{fusai-\text{cci}}\]
\[\text{banana} = \text{ACC} \quad \text{snip-cut:NPST}\]
‘(They) cut the banana with scissors.’

Whereas V-V compounds were generally used to describe different aspects of a single event, speakers also described consecutive events depicted in the videoclips using multiple verbs—with the first verb appearing in a gerundive form. Two stimuli in particular elicited this type of response: videoclip 7, in which a drinking glass was broken by throwing it, which was described using the serial verb construction ‘throw-break’ (e.g., JP nagete-watta; MI tivvi-bariui; YA na nga-\text{bari}); and videoclip 35, in which a drinking glass broke after it was accidently pushed off a table, which was described using the serial verb construction ‘fall-break’ (e.g., JP otocite-wareta; AM utu:tei:ware:ta; OK; ututei-watan). As with V-V compounds, we coded both elements of this type of response.

3.2 Semantic dimensions of cutting and breaking in Standard Japanese

Following Majid et al. (2008), we coded, per interview session, for each pair of videoclips whether the speaker(s) described those two videoclips with the same verb (coded as 1) or different verbs (coded as 0). This created a videoclip-by-videoclip similarity matrix. Majid et al. created binary matrices in their study, but since we had data from multiple speakers/sessions, we were able to take into
consideration speaker variation using weighted matrices. To do this, individual matrices were summed to create a Standard Japanese contingency table with frequency counts representing how often speakers used the same verbs for videoclips. We then performed correspondence analysis in R (R Core Team 2018; CA function in the FactoMineR package—Lê et al. 2008), using this frequency table for Standard Japanese as input. Correspondence analysis calculates distances between rows and columns of a contingency table based on chi-squared distances. As such, these distances correspond to the strength of association between rows and columns, which can then be visualised in a (series of) plot(s)—(see e.g., Baayen 2008). The more similar columns or rows are to each other, the closer together they will be in the plot(s). In this case, we focus on the similarity of videoclips, i.e., the similarity of separation events.

The correspondence analysis showed that the first four dimensions accounted for approximately 80% of the variance in the data. We compared how the videoclips were plotted along these dimensions to the findings discussed in Majid et al. (2008) and found corresponding patterns—albeit with a different order for the specific dimensions, and with more distinctions for ‘tearing’ actions (see Figure 2). The differences between the two studies can most likely be accounted for by stimulus sampling (the original study only included two tearing videoclips), although they could also reflect the differential salience of ‘tearing’ within Standard Japanese relative to other languages.

The first dimension, accounting for 28.9% of the variance, distinguished a single videoclip (carving/making a cut into a tree trunk) from all others. Its modal response, the syntagm kizu=ō tsukeru [wound=ACC attach] ‘to scratch’ was not used to describe any other videoclip. The videoclip distinguished by this dimension was not included in the original Cut and Break videoclips (Bohnemeyer et al. 2001). Notably, Majid et al. (2008) also reported a single videoclip (poke a hole in cloth with a twig) that was distinguished by a fourth dimension of their analysis.

The second dimension accounted for 18.4% of the variance. On one end of the dimension, we see a cluster of events generally described with the generic ‘cutting’ verb kiru, e.g., videoclip 1 in which a piece of paper is cut using scissors, videoclip 4 in which a loaf of bread is sliced with a knife, and videoclip 17 in which a branch is sawn in two—Standard Japanese does not distinguish between different instruments. On the other end of the dimension, we find three ‘snapping’ events which were almost exclusively described with the verb oru ‘snap’, e.g., videoclip 25 in which a branch is snapped off from a tree. Also towards this end of the dimension were the videoclips depicting ‘smashing’ events, such as videoclip 3 in which a mirror is smashed with a hammer, and videoclip 14 in which a flower pot is smashed with a hammer. In the middle of the dimension, we find ‘tearing’ events, such as videoclip 6 in which a piece of paper is torn along a knife, and videoclip 29
in which a page is torn from a notebook. The way the events are organised along this dimension based on the Japanese data shows striking similarities to the first dimension in Majid et al. (2008), who interpreted it as the ‘predictability of the point of separation’, where one end of the dimension represents events where the point of separation is predictable from the place an instrument intersects an object, while the other end represents events where this is not the case as a result of a more ballistic force or the potential of multiple fractures.

The third dimension, accounting for 17.4% of the variance, contrasted ‘tearing’ events from the three ‘snapping’ events. The distinctness of ‘tearing’ events corresponds to the second dimension found by Majid et al. (2008). In Standard Japanese, videoclips depicting tearing events elicited three modal responses: saku, chigiru, and yabuku. There does not appear to be a transparent organisation of the tearing videoclips along this dimension, but we will come back to this shortly.

The fourth dimension, accounting for 15.1% of the variance, contrasted ‘smashing’ events from other events with low predictability of the point of separation. A distinction between ‘smashing’ and ‘snapping’ corresponds to the third dimension in Majid et al. (2008). Smashing events were generally described with the verb waru in Standard Japanese.
In the original Majid et al. (2008) study, Japanese was found to have a relatively large number of verbs used uniquely for single videoclips. However, the data from this study with a larger sample of speakers suggests that high specificity in this domain is not a general characteristic of Japanese. Instead, there is a small class of terms that partition the semantic space of cutting and breaking events along dimensions similar to what has been previously reported. First, events that, following Majid et al. (2008), have high predictability of the point of separation (e.g., cutting with scissors or a knife) are contrasted with events such as snapping a branch, smashing a pot with a hammer, or tearing a piece of cloth—where there is arguably less predictability. Secondly, snapping events appear to be categorically distinct from smashing in Japanese. Finally, tearing events appear distinct from cutting, smashing, and snapping events. The dimensions uncovered by the correspondence analysis resemble those put forward by Majid et al. (2008), and as such, our findings are consistent with the claim that the Japanese semantic system follows the cross-linguistic constraints on the categorisation of cutting and breaking events. We provide additional evidence for this conclusion below.

3.3 The cutting and breaking domain across the Japonic languages

Next, we set out to compare Standard Japanese to its relatives, using three different measures to investigate the categories of cutting and breaking across the Japonic languages. For a general overview of the structure of the domain, we used correspondence analysis. Then, we used Mantel correlations to examine how similar the language areas were overall in their categorisation of cutting and breaking. Finally, we also examined naming consensus between speakers through a measure based on Simpson’s Diversity Index.

To explore the semantic space of cutting and breaking events in the Japonic language family, we created videoclip-by-videoclip matrices for each session across the languages, using the procedure described above, and constructed aggregate frequency tables. We then used all six tables (two Japanese; four Ryukyuan) as input for a second correspondence analysis, to uncover how well the language family as a whole reflects the semantic dimensions uncovered in Standard Japanese.

The correspondence analysis showed that the first four dimensions of the solution accounted for approximately 91% of the variance in the data (see Figure 3). Again, three of the dimensions resemble those described by Majid et al. (2008), and which were also revealed for Standard Japanese in Section 3.2.
Along the first dimension, accounting for 30.6% of the variance, events such as cutting a piece of paper with scissors (videoclip 1) appeared on one side, while on the other side we find events such as snapping off a branch from a tree (videoclip 25). In between, there are events such as tearing a bread roll (videoclip 27) and smashing a flower pot with a hammer (videoclip 14). As in Section 3.2, the organisation of the events along this dimension strongly resembles the dimension Majid et al. (2008) argued to represent the predictability of the point of separation.

The second dimension, accounting for 23.8% of the variance, contrasts ‘smashing’ and ‘snapping’ events, further highlighting the distinctness of the ‘snapping’ category across the Japonic language family—the three snapping events were also highly distinct from all others on the first dimension.

The third dimension, accounting for 21.3% of the variance, distinguished a single event (videoclip 21: carving/making a cut into a tree trunk) from all others. This videoclip was described using many different verbs—including the generic cutting verb—which might be a further indication that its distinctness in Standard Japanese might be language-specific where it was described using a single unique verb.

Figure 3: Dimensions 1 and 2 of the correspondence analysis for the Japonic language family.
The fourth dimension, accounting for 15.7% of the variance, picked out the tearing events from all others, which appeared along a continuum. One interpretation of this continuum could be that it appears to represent the ‘cleanness’ of the tear as a result of the thickness and density of the object (cf. Fujii et al. 2013). On one side, there are events involving thicker and less dense objects, such as bread and banana peels; on the other side, there are thinner objects such as cloth and plastic bags. Alternatively, the continuum could be interpreted as distinguishing destructive tearing from functional tearing (cf. Fujii et al. 2013). On one side we find the tearing of a plastic bag or a piece of cloth (which renders them useless), whereas on the other side we see the tearing of bread which can then be distributed in bite-size pieces. We come back to the distinctions between different tearing actions in the discussion.

To summarise, although there were some differences in the order of the dimensions extracted from the correspondence analysis, the overall semantic organisation of the cutting and breaking domain of the Japonic language family is similar to that found by Majid et al. (2008) in a diverse cross-linguistic sample. This is contrary to what was suggested by Majid et al. in their paper where Japanese appeared to be an outlier. This study with a larger sample of speakers and language varieties shows to the contrary that the Japonic languages adhere to the same semantic principles as other languages of the world.

The correspondence analysis by itself could mean that all languages are linguistically categorising events in the same way, as we suggest; or alternatively it could indicate that Standard Japanese is dominating the solution and masking differences in the other languages. To further investigate how similar individual languages were to each other and to distinguish these possibilities, we calculated pairwise Mantel correlations (in R; mantel function in the ecodist package—Goslee and Urban 2007) between the six videoclip-by-videoclip matrices, using 10,000 permutations and 1,000 bootstrap iterations on 95% confidence intervals. If languages are, indeed, similar in how they partition the cutting and breaking domain, then they should correlate positively with one another. If, however, the correspondence analysis simply reflects one dominant categorisation pattern correlations between languages should be close to zero or negative.

The Mantel correlation tests showed that, overall, there was substantive similarity in the grouping of cutting and breaking events across the Japonic language family. Average Mantel correlation between the six language areas was Mr = 0.83 (SDr = 0.07), with correlations between language pairs ranging between \( r(780) = 0.69 \) and \( r(780) = 0.93 \) (all p’s < 0.001)—see Table 5. These values indicate that the semantic system of cutting and breaking across the Japonic languages is
highly similar. There is no clear division between the Japanese and Ryukyuan varieties, as might have been expected from the overall dissimilarity of the languages (see, e.g., Huisman et al. 2019). With an average Mantel correlation of $M_r = 0.75$, Okinawa Ryukyuan was the least similar to the other language areas. This could also be the result of data sparsity (fewer sessions and more missing values) for Okinawa Ryukyuan. Importantly however, even this language shows a significant, high positive correlation with the other languages.

Separately, we calculated Mantel correlations between individual sessions, and used these to calculate mean correlations between each pair of languages (e.g., mean Mantel correlation between all Japanese sessions and all Tohoku sessions) to approximate the extent to which individual variation mirrors overall variation between languages—shown in Table 6. The Mantel correlation between the two language-by-language matrices (i.e. between Tables 5 and 6) was $r(15) = 0.85$, $p = 0.027$, indicating a high correlation between individual session variation and language level variation. As Table 6 shows, however, correlations between individual sessions were lower than the overall correlations based on the summed language data. On average, correlations between sessions of different languages, $M_r = 0.46$ ($SD_r = 0.14$), were only slightly lower than correlations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5: Mantel correlations between the six Japonic language areas. All languages show high positive correlations indicating the languages are very similar in how they partition the cutting and breaking domain.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tohoku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tohoku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okinawa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miyako</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6: Mean Mantel correlations between individual sessions across the six Japonic language areas. Correlations are lower than those based on summing overall data from one language, but overall patterns of variation remain highly similar.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tohoku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tohoku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okinawa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miyako</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
between sessions of the same language, $M_{r} = 0.47$ ($SD_{r} = 0.14$), further highlighting the overall high semantic similarity between the Japonic languages.

As a final comparison between languages, we examined whether there were differences in the codability of cutting and breaking events. Majid et al. (2007) found that among Germanic languages, English speakers showed lower naming consensus than Swedish speakers, for example. This difference was found to be the result of the structure of the cutting and breaking lexicon. The English cutting and breaking lexicon was found to be more hierarchical, with two superordinate verbs (cut and break) which subsumed several subordinate verbs (e.g., slice, chop; snap, smash), so the same videoclip can be described with different verbs (at varying levels of specificity). In contrast, Swedish lacked this type of hierarchy resulting in more constrained verb choice. To uncover whether such differences exist in the Japonic languages as well, we followed Majid et al. (2007) and calculated naming consensus across interview sessions using Simpson’s Diversity Index (SDI; Simpson 1949, see also Majid et al. 2018). We calculated $\sum n(n - 1)/N(N - 1)$ per videoclip, in which lowercase $n$ stands for the frequency of each unique verb, and uppercase $N$ stands for the total number of responses for that videoclip. This produces a number between 0 (no consensus, where every speaker uses a different verb to describe a videoclip) and 1 (complete consensus, where every speaker uses the same verb to describe a videoclip).

Figure 4 shows the distribution of naming consistency scores for all the videoclips in each language. Average naming consistency across speakers ranged between $M_{SDI} = 0.42$ ($SD_{SDI} = 0.20$) for Amami and $M_{SDI} = 0.63$ ($SD_{SDI} = 0.36$) for Okinawa. A one-way analysis of variance comparing naming consistency for the 40 cutting and breaking videoclips across the six Japonic language areas revealed a significant difference, $F(5, 234) = 2.78, p = 0.018$, and a post-hoc Tukey range test showed that only naming consistency in Amami and Okinawa differed significantly at $p < 0.05$. The heavy use of multi-verb responses in Amami (see Table 4) is most likely the cause of this difference. Overall, however, the lack of difference between all other language pairs lends further weight to the conclusion that the Japonic languages code and categorise this domain in comparable ways.

In sum, the correspondence analysis revealed that the dimensions in Standard Japanese are reflected in the entire language family. Moreover, the results align

---

7 As also shown in Section 3.1.2, data from the interview sessions from Yoron Island were unusually high in multi-verb constructions. Recalculating naming consistency excluding these sessions and then conducting the analysis of variance yields $F(5, 234) = 0.76, p = 0.581$, indicating no overall difference between the Japonic languages.
with what has previously been reported for a diverse cross-linguistic sample, with some minor differences in the order in which dimensions were extracted. The high Mantel correlations also indicate a large degree of homogeneity across the language family. Naming consensus was similar across the six language areas. In short, all three measures point to the same conclusion: the Japonic languages partition the cutting and breaking domain in similar ways.

3.4 Comparing the cutting and breaking domain in Japonic and Germanic

Finally, we aimed to put the results of the Japonic language family into cross-linguistic perspective. For this, the newly collected Japonic data described above was compared to existing data from four Germanic languages—English, Dutch, German and Swedish—see Table 7 for a speaker overview, and Majid et al. (2007) for a full description. We recoded Germanic complex predicates to include all elements—as for Japonic; see Section 2.4.

Figure 4: Plot of naming consistency scores (calculated using Simpson’s Diversity Index) for 40 videoclips for each Japonic language area, with mean values per language represented by the black circle, error bars represent two times the standard error, grey dots represent individual scores for each videoclip.
The Germanic language family was originally spoken in north-western Europe but now has reach across the globe. The language family consists of three branches: North Germanic mainly spoken across the Nordic countries, West Germanic mainly spoken across the north-western part of the European mainland and the British Isles, and the now extinct East Germanic.

Table 7: Speaker information the Germanic language.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Speakers</th>
<th>Sessions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West Germanic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English [eng]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutch [nld]</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German [deu]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Germanic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swedish [swe]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ISO-639-3 codes in square brackets.

The Japanese and Ryukyuan languages are estimated to have split from a common ancestor over 2,000 years ago (Lee and Hasegawa 2011), while the Germanic languages are thought to have split from a common ancestor a few centuries later than that (König and van der Auwera 1994), meaning the two language families are of comparable age. Since diverging and developing along their own paths, how much similarity is there still between related languages within a language group? Given the cross-linguistic constraints on the categorisation of cutting and breaking events, we can expect meaning similarity to remain high, but is the extent of divergence the same across language families?

While the original Germanic data was collected with a different set of video-clips—the original Cut and Break Clips (Bohnemeyer et al. 2001)—there is an overlapping subset of 17 video-clips (see Table 2) covering all major dimensions discussed in Majid et al. (2008) and including scenes from all major clusters discussed in Majid et al. (2007). To ensure the comparison based on this reduced set reflects the results for the complete set of video-clips, we first compared the language-by-language similarities for these two sets of video-clips. If the correlations are high between the similarity matrices comprised of the overlapping video-clips and the full video-clips, then we can confidently go on to compare the Germanic and Japonic languages.

For the Japonic languages, we had already created video-clip-by-video-clip matrices and calculated Mantel correlations between them (see Section 3.3). We followed the same procedure for the subset of 17 video-clips that we have comparable naming data for Germanic and Japonic languages. We coded, per session, whether two video-clips were described with the same verb, and then summed all individual session matrices from each language. During this process, we found
that the Okinawan data had gaps (5 out of the 17 videoclips were missing responses), so the Okinawan data was excluded from further comparison with Germanic. We followed the same procedure for the Germanic languages, creating one language-by-language similarity matrix based on the videoclip subset, as well as a similarity matrix based on the full set of 43 original core cutting and breaking videoclips (see Majid et al. 2008). In the end, we had two language-by-language similarity matrices per language family, i.e., two sets of pairwise similarities—one based on the 17 shared videoclips and one based on the respective full sets of videoclips (40 for Japonic, 43 for Germanic).

To test whether these pairwise similarities of the subset of shared videoclips reflect similarities of the full set of videoclips, we calculated for each language family Mantel correlations (R; ecodist package—Goslee and Urban 2007), using 10,000 permutations and 1,000 bootstrap iterations on 95% confidence intervals. For the Japonic languages, the Mantel correlation between full and subset of videoclip similarity matrices was \( r(15) = 0.86, p = 0.018 \); for the Germanic languages, the correlation was \( r(6) = 0.91, p = 0.040 \). The high positive correlations indicate that the smaller shared set of videoclips can be considered an adequate sample of the overall cutting and breaking domain, and thus suitable for comparing the two language families.

### 3.4.1 Semantic similarity through cross-linguistic constraints

We assessed the possibility of cross-linguistic constraints on semantic similarity by comparing across the two languages families. To do so, we used a similar approach as before and calculated the Mantel correlation between all language pairs for both language families for the 17 shared videoclips (in R; ecodist package—Goslee and Urban 2007), using 10,000 permutations and 1,000 bootstrap iterations on 95% confidence intervals.

To have greater confidence in our results given the smaller set of videoclips considered in these analyses, we used random resampling of videoclips (using an increasingly smaller number of stimulus items to \( N = 10 \)). In addition, to investigate the extent to which variation between languages reflects individual variation, we also repeated the comparisons using the individual session matrices rather than summed language matrices.

Given the cross-linguistic constraints on semantic variation in the cutting and breaking domain, we expected positive correlations between Japonic and Germanic languages. Indeed, Mantel correlations between the Japonic and Germanic languages were all positive and statistically significant, ranging between \( r(136) = 0.27 \) and \( r(136) = 0.55 \), all \( p \)'s < 0.01. A one-sample t-test showed that the average correlation between Japonic and Germanic languages (\( M_r = 0.43 \),...
**Figure 5**: Semantic categories in the cutting and breaking domain across the 17 shared videoclips in Japonic and Germanic based on the modal response (i.e., most frequent). Intersecting categories (dashed lines) represent videoclips with two high frequency verbs. Missing rectangles indicate there was no dominant response.
was significantly larger than zero, $t(35) = 16.31, p < 0.001$, Cohen’s $d = 5.13$. When randomly resampling the data for 1,000 iterations at $N_{\text{stimuli}} = 10$, all resamples were significant at $p < 0.05$. Correlations between individual sessions ($M_r = 0.21, SD_r = 0.13$) were also significantly higher than zero, $t(121) = 17.53, p < 0.001$, Cohen’s $d = 1.59$.

In addition to measuring semantic similarity, we also visualised the categorisation of the videoclips to further elucidate the patterns of variation. Figure 5 depicts the 17 videoclips with each rectangle representing a category based on the modal (i.e. most frequent) response. Intersecting rectangles with dashed lines represent cases in which there were two high frequency responses. If there is no rectangle, there was no clear preference for any verb—either speakers gave varying responses or no response at all. The figure thus serves as a visualisation of the number and distribution of semantic categories in the cutting and breaking domain.

Overall, the figure highlights the broader similarity in the semantic structure of the cutting and breaking domain across the two language families, which reflects the dimensions along which separation events are categorised (Majid et al. 2008). Tearing events are a distinct subgroup listed on the left. The remaining videoclips are roughly ordered along the dimensions of predictability of the locus or separation with high predictability towards the left and low predictability towards the right. Within the low predictability scenes, snapping events are a distinct subgroup on the right.

### 3.4.2 The role of lineage-specific developments

As well as illustrating similarities between languages, Figure 5 also illustrates how languages differ. First, the number of semantic categories (represented by rectangles) differ. For example, the Germanic languages distinguish some cutting events based on how an instrument is used. Second, the boundaries of categories vary. This is particularly notable around videoclips labelled “hack” and “chop”. Finally, the figure illustrates differences between language families. The number and distribution of categories have more variability across the Germanic languages than the close alignment of the Japonic languages. It thus seems that lineage-specific developments play a role even when universal cross-linguistic principles apply to a domain.

To investigate these lineage-specific patterns further, we calculated Mantel correlations between all Japonic and Germanic language pairs (see in Figure 6). First, we compared within-Japonic similarity versus within-Germanic similarity and found

---

8 The criterion we used was a difference $N \leq 2$ for language data coming from more than 10 sessions (Japanese, Amami and Miyako), and $N = 1$ for language data coming from less than 10 sessions (all other languages). In addition, the two most frequent responses had to account for 80% or more of all responses.
Mantel correlations ranged between $r(136) = 0.81$ and $r(136) = 0.94$ for the Japonic languages, and between $r(136) = 0.49$ and $r(136) = 0.82$ for the Germanic languages—all $p$’s < 0.01. The Japonic languages ($M_r = 0.88$, $SD_r = 0.05$) were, on average, more similar to each other than Germanic languages were to other Germanic languages ($M_r = 0.65$, $SD_r = 0.14$), $t(5.67) = 4.11$, $p = 0.007$, Cohen’s $d = 2.65$. Randomly resampling the data for 1,000 iterations at $N_{stimuli} = 10$ provided around 98% significant results at $p < 0.05$. At the individual session level, Japonic sessions ($M_r = 0.51$, $SD_r = 0.19$) were also more similar to each other than Germanic sessions were to each other ($M_r = 0.40$, $SD_r = 0.17$), $t(185.6) = 6.28$, $p < 0.001$, Cohen’s $d = 0.60$.

Next, we compared within-family similarity as opposed to between-family similarity. If there are strong lineage-specific patterns, then languages should correlate more highly with their own language family than with another language family. On the other hand, as there are cross-linguistic constraints on the semantic variation in this domain, it could be the case that the amount of variation found within language families does not differ from that found between unrelated languages. Semantic similarity within language families ($M_r = 0.79$, $SD_r = 0.15$) was

![Figure 6: Plot of Mantel correlations for each language group, with mean values per group represented by the black circle, error bars represent two times the standard error. Correlations between language pairs are shown in the left pane and correlations between individual sessions in the right pane—grey dots represent each Mantel correlation value.](image-url)
found to be significantly higher than between language families ($M_r = 0.43, SD_r = 0.08$), $t(22.6) = 8.95, p < 0.001$, Cohen’s $d = 3.18$. Separate tests showed that this was the case for variation within the Japonic language family versus between language families, $t(22.7) = 19.44, p < 0.001$, Cohen’s $d = 6.23$, and for within Germanic versus between language families, $t(6.16) = 3.74, p = 0.009$, Cohen’s $d = 2.27$. Randomly resampling the data for 1,000 iterations at $N_{stimuli} = 10$ provided around 94% significant results at $p < 0.05$. At the individual session level, correlations between sessions from the same language family ($M_r = 0.49, SD_r = 0.19$) were also more similar to each other than sessions from different language families ($M_r = 0.21, SD_r = 0.13$), $t(222.7) = 20.09, p < 0.001$, Cohen’s $d = 1.53$.

Taken together, the findings suggest that even though there are cross-linguistic constraints in semantic similarity across unrelated languages, there can still be differences between language families as a result of lineage-specific developments with some families showing more variability or a higher degree of similarity than others.

4 Discussion

We set out to investigate the semantic structure of the cutting and breaking domain in Japanese because previous research was unclear as to whether Japanese was an outlier in how it categorised cutting and breaking events (Majid et al. 2008). We found that the three most important dimensions reported in the cross-linguistic comparison (interpreted previously as ‘predictability of locus of separation’, ‘tearing’, and ‘snapping’) apply to Japanese as well. In addition to examining Standard Japanese, we also collected data in one highly divergent dialect area (Tohoku) and four Ryukyuan languages to investigate whether these languages categorise cutting and breaking events in similar ways; and found they do. There were minor differences in the order and weighting of the dimensions, but stimulus sampling undoubtedly played a role in this. Given the high correlations we found between languages, this reinforces a shared semantic space of cutting and breaking events in the Japonic language family. Overall, our findings suggest that Japanese and the Ryukyuan languages are not outliers from a cross-linguistic perspective, and further confirm that the semantic variability in the cutting and breaking domain is constrained.

That is not to say that there is no semantic variation across the Japonic languages for this domain. The tearing dimension seems to be particularly differentiated in Japanese and Ryukyuan, which was revealed because we sampled more diverse types of tearing events. Data from individual languages suggests that they differ in the number of distinctions made. While some languages appear to
distinguish tearing events based on the object (thick vs. thin), others appear to distinguish based on the type of separation (clean vs. messy), or the functionality of the object after tearing (destructive vs. non-destructive tearing). This final distinction has also been highlighted by Fujii et al. (2013), in the context of ‘breaking’ events. Our data suggests the distinction may be of importance for ‘tearing’ too. Future research could systematically explore further points of comparison across additional languages as well—see e.g., rip versus tear (Fujii et al. 2013).

More broadly, as in Majid et al. (2008), our quantitative analyses of cross-linguistic data reveal a continuous space of cutting and breaking events—even though the individual languages classify such events (more or less) discretely through their respective set of cutting and breaking verbs. Majid et al. (2008) interpreted this continuous dimension as representing “predictability of the point of the separation” and it has been suggested this may be a conceptual universal (e.g., Slobin et al. 2014). These claims require independent evidence. It is unclear whether predictability, as such, is a singular semantic feature that languages distinguish or whether it emerges from a combination from factors, such as the use of sharp versus blunt instruments, the type and direction of force applied, properties of the object, etc. (see also the discussion in Majid et al. 2008: 242). Similarly, if “predictability of the point of separation” is a veritable conceptual universal, then it should be evident in a non-linguistic task across diverse groups. These are points for future investigation, hand-in-hand with in-depth studies of individual verbs across languages.

We compared our Japonic data with data from a previous study on the Germanic languages to investigate the amount of variation within and between language families. We found that correlations between Japonic and Germanic languages were positive, confirming cross-linguistic constraints on semantic variability in the cutting and breaking domain. If Japanese was indeed an outlier, we would have expected zero or even negative correlations between the Japonic and Germanic languages, but this was not the case. We also found that similarities within language families were larger than between language families, hinting at lineage-specific developments in addition to these broader cross-linguistic constraints. Finally, the Japonic languages were more similar to each other than the Germanic languages, showing that the rate and extent of lineage-specific developments can differ between language families. Some semantic domains in some languages—in this case, cutting and breaking across the Japonic languages—appear to be very stable.

While this study reveals that the Japonic languages have very similar semantic categories, it is not known whether semantic stability is a general feature of these languages or whether this is domain-specific. Close examination of other semantic domains is required to adjudicate. For body parts, for example, Standard Japanese
and other mainland dialects do not distinguish between ‘foot’ and ‘leg’, while some varieties of Ryukyuan do (Hirayama 1992; Huisman et al. 2021). Similarly, the exact extensional ranges of the terms for ‘arm’ and ‘hand’ appear to differ between Japanese and Ryukyuan (Hirayama 1992; Huisman et al. 2021), and even within Japanese (Majid and van Staden 2015: 577). Systematic comparative work on semantic differences in other domains is needed to reveal the extent of such variation across the Japonic language family and how this compares to the variation we find in other language families.

The apparent stability of this domain across the Japonic languages brings us back to the question raised in the Introduction (Section 1) of how to sample languages for cross-linguistic comparisons of semantics. Previous research showed that closely related Germanic languages differ considerably in their semantic categories of cutting and breaking (Majid et al. 2007). In contrast, the results presented in this study show that there is remarkably little variation in the Japonic language family. Interestingly, even though semantic variation in the cutting and breaking domain occurs within cross-linguistic constraints, we found a general pattern that languages within a family are more similar to each other than they are to members of a different family. Having said that, we did find that English was more similar to all the Japonic varieties than it was to Swedish, showing that even lineage-specific patterns can be irregular, adding further complication for typological sampling. Additional comparisons within and between language families can give us further insight into which patterns of semantic variation are common across the world’s languages and at what scale they occur. A study comparing lexical form as opposed to syntactic features across Austronesian showed higher stability in the lexicon (Greenhill et al. 2017), indicating that different parts of language change at different rates, but it remains unclear how patterns of semantic variation compare.

There are also language-specific features to consider. It is likely that the semantic stability of the cutting and breaking verbs in Japanese and Ryukyuan is a result of the broader issue of how “semantic choices made in one subsystem affect those in others” (Evans 2010: 508). In addition to the use of V-V compounds pertinent to this domain, Hamano (1998) points out that semantic underspecification of verbs in Japanese can be compensated for through the use of mimetics (ideophones), which have high referential specificity (Akita 2012). For example, combining mimetics with the Standard Japanese verb oru ‘to snap’ allows for further specification of the characteristic of the snapping event, e.g., pokiri to oru ‘to snap’ versus pokiq to oru ‘to snap suddenly’, or the object being snapped, e.g., pokiq to oru ‘to snap smaller objects’ versus bokiQ to oru ‘to snap bigger objects’ (Yamaguchi 2003). Similar observations have been made in a study of human locomotion, where the number of verbs used by speakers of
Japanese was lower than Dutch and English, because mimetics were used to further differentiate specific ways of moving (Malt et al. 2014). This provides new opportunities to further investigate semantic differences in mimetics used to describe separation events.

5 Conclusions

To conclude, the overall findings suggest neither Japanese nor any of the related Ryukyuan languages is an outlier in its verbal expression of the semantic domain of cutting and breaking, confirming that semantic variability in this domain is cross-linguistically constrained. In addition, a comparison between the Japonic and Germanic language families reveals that despite cross-linguistic constraints, lineage-specific semantic developments cause related languages to resemble each other more than unrelated languages. In addition, the rate and extent of such lineage-specific developments differ between language families. So, while there are cross-linguistic constraints in semantic systems, there is still much to learn about the forces leading to semantic diversity between language communities.
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